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Abstract: Process networks are networks of sequential processes connected by channels
behaving like FIFO queues. These are used in signal and image processing applications that
need to run in bounded memory for infinitely long periods of time dealing with possibly
infinite streams of data. This paper is about a distributed implementation of this computation model. We present the implementation of a distributed process network by using
distributed FIFOs to build the distributed application. The platform used to support this
is the CORBA middleware.
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Réseaux de processus distribués avec des demies files
d’attentes en CORBA
Résumé : Les réseaux de processus sont des processus séquentiels communicant uniquement
par des canaux se comportant comme des files d’attentes. Ils sont utilisés pour modéliser des
applications de traitement du signal ou de l’image devant fonctionner en mémoire bornée
pendant des périodes de temps potentiellement infines et traitant des flux de donnés eux-aussi
potentiellement infinis. Cet article s’intéresse à l’implémentation distribuée de ce modèle
de calcul. Nous présentons l’implémentation distribuée de réseaux de processus grâce à
l’utilisation de files d’attentes distribuées. La plate-forme logicielle utilisée est l’intergiciel
CORBA.
Mots-clés : Réseaux de processus, réseaux de processus distribués, CORBA
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Introduction

Kahn Process Networks [6, 7] are well adapted to model many parallel applications, specially dataflow applications (signal processing, image processing). In this model, processes
communicate only via unbounded first-in first-out (FIFO) queues.
This model has a dataflow flavor and can express a high degree of concurrency which
makes it particularly well suited to model intensive signal processing applications or complex
scientific applications. This model makes no assumption on the computation load of the
different processes and thus is heterogeneous by nature.
Distributed architectures provide an attractive alternative to supercomputers in terms
of computation power and cost to execute such complex and computation intensive applications. The two main weak points of these architectures are their communication capabilities
(relatively high latency) and often the heterogeneity of their hardware.
We present in this paper a distributed implementation of the process network model
on heterogeneous distributed hardware. The different processing power of the connected
computers is a good support for the different computation needs of the networked processes.
We have chosen to use the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [9]
middleware to handle the communications for its interoperability properties. Indeed, each
process of the process network can be written in a different language and run on a different
hardware, provided that these are supported by the chosen Object Request Broker (ORB).
In addition of the heterogeneity, our implementation presents the following characteristics:
automation of data transfer between distributed processes
dynamic and interactive linking of the processes to form the data flow
hybrid data-driven, demand-driven data transfer protocol, with thresholds for load
balancing
the implementation was carried out such as to enable a distributed or local execution
without any change to the program source.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we motivate our approach and we present
our implementation. Section 3 describes a process network deployment and distributed
execution. The transfer strategies (demand and data driven) are detailed in section 4. And
we finally outline our conclusions and plans for future work in section 5.

2
2.1

Design and Implementation
Related Works

The process network model has been proposed by Kahn and MacQueen [6, 7] to easily
express concurrent applications. Processes communicate only through unidirectional FIFO
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queues. Read operations are blocking. The number of tokens produced and their values are
completely determined by the definition of the network and do not depend on the scheduling
of the processes.
The choice of a scheduling of a process network only determines if the computation
terminates and the sizes of the FIFO queues. Some networks do not allow a bounded
execution. Parks [10] studies these scheduling problems in depth. He compares three classes
of dynamic scheduling: data-driven, demand-driven or a combination of both with respect
to two requirements:
1. Complete execution (the application should execute completely, in particular if the
program is non-terminating, it should execute forever).
2. Bounded execution (only a bounded number of tokens should accumulate on any of
the queues).
These two properties are shown undecidable by Buck [3] on boolean dataflow graph which
are a special case of process networks. Thus they are also undecidable for the general case
of process networks. Data-driven schedules respect the first requirement, but not always the
second one. Demand-driven schedules may cause artificial deadlocks. A combination of the
two is proposed by Parks [10] to allow a complete, unbounded execution of process networks
when possible.
In the context of a distributed execution of a process network, the process execution
is inherently asynchronous. We have thus chosen a completely asynchronous scheduling:
each process runs in its own thread that is scheduled by the underlying operating system.
As explained by Parks and Roberts in [11], who use a similar scheduling technique, using
bounded communication queues allow for a fair execution of the process network. This
blocking write when the output queue is full can lead to deadlocks. Determining if the
queue length is large enough to avoid such deadlocks is undecidable. We provide a way for
the user to modify this length at runtime.
Several implementations of process networks are used for different purposes: for heterogeneous modeling with PtolemyII [8], for signal processing application modeling with
YAPI [4] and for metacomputing in the domain of Geographical Information Systems with
Jade/PAGIS [13, 14]. To our knowledge, only the Jade/PAGIS implementation and the one
by Parks and Roberts [11] are distributed. Parks and Roberts use the Java Object Serialization to automate the distribution of the network processes while we use a central console to
deploy the processes. In Jade, all communications proceed through a central communication
manager while in Parks and Roberts’ and our implementation the processes communicate
directly. This allows a greater scalability. Only our implementation allow the coupling of
processes written in different languages.

2.2

Design Directions

The design of our distributed process network implementation was done so as to:
enable users to simulate their network model quickly and effectively,
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keep the source compatibility with the Yapi library: this library developed by Philips [4]
implements the process network model for a local execution, Yapi is a C++ library
which focuses on signal processing applications,
enable the distributed and the local execution without any change to the program
source.
The idea of the Yapi syntax is to group processes into process networks. The processes
communicate via ports. These ports are linked by point-to-point unidirectional FIFO queues.
A process network can be seen as a process and used in the same way. This hierarchical
construction allows an easy modeling of complex applications.
A shared memory multiprocessor implementation of Yapi is demonstrated in [5]. For
this study, we have completely reengineered Yapi to be able to distribute any application
over a CORBA bus without any change to the application code. In our implementation the
communications are hidden to the programmer who can though configure the data transfer
parameters.

2.3

Implementation Sketch

The class diagram is as shown in figure 1. The basic class from which all the other classes
inherit is Id. This class is used to store the object name and a reference to its parent. The
Fifo class is the communication channel. To be able to handle the FIFOs, we define ports.
They are represented by two classes: OutPort and InPort. They are associated to one FIFO,
and are used to respectively read and write in the Fifo. Each port is bound exactly to one
FIFO to respect Kahn’s rules. To allow conversion between FIFOs and ports, the three
classes inherit from a common class. Fifo and OutPort inherit from Out class, and Fifo and
InPort from In class. The ProcessNetwork class represents the process networks. It is the
class that creates and initializes the processes and the FIFOs. Since the process networks
can be hierarchical, a ProcessNetwork object can create other ProcessNetwork. Finally, the
class Process is used to define process type. To exploit the parallelism of the model, each
process is executed in a thread.

3
3.1

Process Network Distribution
Deployment

To control the distributed process networks, a console has been developed. It consists of
a program which controls the processes connection and execution by the use of a simple
language. It also provides a frontend used for monitoring. The presence of a manager program is contrary to the peer-to-peer character of component systems. However, the console
is minimal and serves only as collaboration control. All the communications between the
components are done without involving the console through the distributed FIFO queues
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InPort

OutPort

+ read (t : T) : void
+ read (t : T[], n : integer) : void

+ write(t : T) : void
+ write (t : T[], n : integer) : void

In

Out

+ read (t : T) : void
+ read (t : T[], n : integer) : void

+ write(t : T) : void
+ write (t : T[], n : integer) : void

Fifo
ProcessNetwork
+ write (t : T) : void
+ write (t : T[], n : integer) : void
+ read (t : T) : void
+ read (t : T[], n : integer) : void
+ size () : integer
+ basic_write (t : T[], n : integer) : void
+ basic_read (t : T[], n : integer) : void
+ assignInPort () : void
+ assignOutPort () : void
+ disconnect () : void

Id
+ execute () : void
my_name : string
fullname : string
myparent : * Id

Process
+ main : void
+ execute () : void

fifo_base_interface
fifo_interface
+ link (in refFifo : string) : void
+ unlink () : void
+ getLength () : integer

distributedFifo
+ pre_read (in n : integer) : void
+ post_write () : void
+ disconnect () : integer

+ ask () : void
+ full () : void
+ sync_ask () : void
+ notify4Send () : void
+ satisfyRequest (in buffer : eltSequence) : void
+ empty () : void
+ offer (in buffer : eltSequence) : void
+ last_request (in buffer : eltSequence) : void

Figure 1: Class Diagram for the Distributed Process Network Framework
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presented in section 3.2. The FIFO links that form the process network are made interactively (or via a script) by this console. The use of a console allows more flexibility in
the connection choice and a dynamic control of the components and the communication
parameters.
The use of an interactive console and the fact that the FIFOs are bounded also allow
for an incremental development where computations can start even if the application is not
complete. When all the output queues are full, the computation is suspended and can restart
as soon as a consuming component is attached to the not-yet-connected output queues.

3.2

Distributed FIFOs

The FIFO queues are completely distributed, and distributed process networks communicate
directly, without a central point contrarily to what is done in Jade [13]. These queues
implement the blocking read needed by the process network model but, as they are bounded,
the write may block also if the FIFO queue is full. A deadlock can appear, but as the
execution is fully distributed, deadlock detection is difficult and has not been implemented.
To guarantee the code reuse with our implementation, the implementation of the distributed FIFOs must be done without programmer intervention or code change. This was
done by encapsulating the distributed FIFOs (the CORBA object) in the FIFOs. The figures 2 and 3 show the structure of the FIFO objects. For the programmer, no difference
exists between the local and the distributed FIFO queue. To determine if the FIFO is a
distributed FIFO or not, the runtime uses its ports. When a FIFO is local to the program,
it has an input and output port. On the other hand, the distributed FIFO is represented by
two half FIFOs, the output FIFO queue (producer side) and the input FIFO queue (consumer side). Each half FIFO has one port (an input port for the input FIFO, and an output
port for the output FIFO) and should be linked to the other half FIFO. The runtime uses
this property to activate the CORBA object only on the distributed FIFOs, and thus, the
FIFO distribution is implicit for the programmer.
InputPort

OutputPort

read

write
FIFO
Data
write

read
CorbaObjRef
NULL

Figure 2: Local FIFOs implementation
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OutputPort

InputPort

write

read

FIFO

FIFO

Data

Data

write

read

write

notify4Send
getLength
unlink
link

From
the
Console

From
the
Console

last_request

From
the previous
FIFO

Distributed FIFO
ask
offer
full
satisfyRequest
sync_ask
empty

read
CorbaObjRef

To the following FIFO

CorbaObjRef

Distributed FIFO
ask
offer
full
satisfyRequest
sync_ask
empty
last_request
notify4Send
getLength
unlink
link

Figure 3: Distributed FIFOs implementation
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To exchange data between distributed FIFO, we implement a communication protocol
based on thresholds. This protocol which will be detailed in section 4 is a hybrid of datadriven and demand-driven transfers.

4

Transfer strategies

In this section, we are interested in the data transmission between FIFOs. The transfer
strategies were implemented having in mind the minimization of communications between
FIFOs, the overlapping of communications by computations, and the load balancing.

4.1

Threshold Based Protocol

The communication protocol governs the exchange of data between the FIFOs. A communication can be triggered by any of the two FIFOs in a hybrid data-driven, demand-driven
protocol. This protocol is completely distributed, no central authority directs the communication. Each FIFO queue handles its data transmission independently of the rest of the
process network.
To manage the communications, two thresholds on the number of elements of the FIFO
queue have been defined:
a maximal threshold (for the producer FIFO queues) which indicate that offering a
part of its tokens is necessary to avoid overflowing,
a minimal threshold (for the consumer FIFO queues) which indicates that it is necessary to ask the linked producer half-queue for some tokens to avoid idle time.
The distributed FIFO IDL interface described bellow defines the methods used for the
initialization, the interaction with the other FIFOs, and the recovery of informations. This
interface which is implemented by the distributedFifo class is not accessible to the user, but
used implicitly by the distributed FIFO queue to communicate with the other distributed
FIFO queue and the manager.
interface fifo_base_interface
{
void link(in string refFifo);
void unlink();
unsigned long getLength();
};
interface fifo_int : fifo_base_interface
{
oneway void ask();
oneway void full();
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boolean offer(in eltSequence buffer);
oneway void satisfyRequest
(in eltSequence buffer);
void empty();
void sync_ask(inout eltSequence buffer);
bool notify4Send();
};
The link and unlink permit to create or remove a link between two FIFOs. The ask
and satisfyRequest methods are used respectively by the input FIFO to ask for data,
and the output FIFO to response to an ask. sync_ask is a synchronous version of the
ask method. The full and empty methods are used to indicate the FIFO state, while the
offer and notify4Send are used by the output FIFO to send data to the following FIFO
respectively with and without event notification. It should be noticed that communications
are vectorized. Indeed we transfer token sequences together and not each token at a time.

4.2

Transfer Policies

The two next paragraphs present the two transfer policies. It can be demand driven with
event notification, and data driven without event notification. The other cases are implemented but not used by the runtime (demand driven without event notification by sync_ask
method and data driven with event notification by notify4Send/sync_ask methods). However, the programmer can modify the transfer strategy by calling the changePolicy method.
Below, we suppose that the two FIFOs F out and F in are linked, the first one being the
output FIFO and the second one, the input FIFO.
Demand driven When the transfer is demand driven, it is with event notification. When
the token number becomes lower than the minimal threshold, The F in FIFO notifies (ask)
the F out FIFO which responds by sending data (satisfyRequest). The demand driven
without event notification protocol was not used because such requests are synchronous and
the process would be blocked until the availability of the requested data. With the event
notification, the process can continue computing if there are still some tokens in its input
FIFO (F in).
Data driven When the transfer is data driven, it is without event notification. When
the token number in the FIFO F out exceeds its maximal threshold, the FIFO sends data
(offer) to the F in FIFO. To avoid the overloading of the F in FIFO, the request returns
a result. This result indicates if the receiver FIFO can receive or not other requests from
the FIFO F out. If the F in FIFO is full, the F out FIFO will not send any data until
it receives a request for data from F in.The offer requests being asynchronous (return a
result), a separated thread manages this communication mode. The data driven with event
notification protocol involves two remote requests, and the use of this mode with the demand
driven with event notification does not guarantee the order of the data reception.
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Summary Figures 41 and 5 represent the state diagrams of the communication protocol
as seen by the two half FIFO queues. In these figures, the events are methods called from
the other FIFO. The put and get methods are blocking respectively when the output FIFO
is full and when the input one is empty. As the number of tokens send is bounded (the size
parameter), the overflow of the input FIFO is detected after each data reception. The input
FIFO notices the output one (false return to an offer call or full call) when it can no
longer receive a complete data transmission.
All the communications are hidden to the programmer, only the links between the distributed FIFOs determine the data exchange between processes. For the distributed FIFOs,
the communications can be triggered in two ways:
1. Inside the process: according to whether the distributed FIFO is an input or an output
FIFO, the communication triggering is done in two ways:
when a read operation is executed in an input FIFO (figure 6), a pre-read processing is started to ask eventually for data (if the number of tokens in the FIFO
is below the minimal threshold).
on the other hand, when a write operation is executed in an output FIFO (figure 7), post-write processing is started to eventually send data to the following
FIFO (if the number of tokens in the FIFO is above the maximal threshold).
2. Outside the process: this is done directly by the remote invocations from the linked
FIFOs which ask for data or send data.
However, to adapt the communications to particular applications, some methods were
implemented to give to the programmer the possibility to configure the communications, by
setting some communication parameters: minimal and maximal threshold, maximal FIFO
capacity, exchange buffer’s maximal size.

5

Conclusion

We have described here our distributed implementation of process networks using CORBA.
This implementation is based on the assembly of software components to form a distributed
application. Each software component represents a process network which can be hierarchical, and thus exploits the parallelism of the process network model. The CORBA
architecture choice is motivated by the handling of the hardware and software heterogeneity. The mapping and the control of the scheduling of the processes is carried out explicitly
via a console interface. That makes it feasible to start an application respecting the process
network model before its complete implementation.
There are a lot of important issues we plan to investigate in the near future. The
most important is the dynamicity aspect of the network. Our previous implementation of a
1 The transition from Empty to Send allows the termination of the computation in case the output FIFO
does not reach its threshold.
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(size<max)

Initial

Put (size<max)
(size>=max)
/ Offer, return true

Normal
Put (size>=max)
/ Offer, return true

Put (size<max)

Put (size>=max)
/ Offer, return false
Put (size>=max)
/ Offer, return false
DontSend

Send

Put
/ Offer, return true

Put (size>=max)
/ Offer, return true

Put

Empty

demand driven part

ask [size==0]
/emptyResponse

(size<max)

Initial

Put (size<max)

ask [size/=0]
/ satisfyRequest

ask [size/=0]
/ satisfyRequest

full

ask [size/=0]
/ satisfyRequest

Normal

ask [size/=0]
/ satisfyRequest
full

DontSend

ask [size==0]
/emptyResponse
Put (size<max)

Send
ask [size==0]
/emptyResponse

Put
ask [size==0]
/emptyResponse

Empty

data driven part
Figure 4: Output FIFO state diagram
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get [size<=min]
get [size<=min]

Asked

Asked

Offer
[(size+bloc)<=capacity]
/ return (true)

Offer
[(size+bloc)>capacity]
/ return (false)

get [size>min]

empty
satisfyRequest
[(size+bloc)>=capacity]
/ full
get (size<=min)
/ ask

get [size<=min]
/ ask

satisfyRequest
[(size+bloc)<=capacity]

Normal

Normal

Offer
[(size+bloc)<=capacity]
/ return (true)

Offer
[(size+bloc)>capacity]
/ return (false)

get [size>min]

demand driven part

data driven part
Figure 5: Input FIFO state diagram

FIFO

Distributed FIFO

basic_write

satisfyRequest

Data
Read operation
from the
process

pre_read

ask

read

Figure 6: Read and pre-read operations in the distributed FIFO
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FIFO

Distributed FIFO

basic_read
(1)

Data
Write operation
from the
process

post_write

(2)

write

Figure 7: Write and post-write operations in the distributed FIFO
subcase of the process network model [1, 2] provides more dynamicity, where it is possible to
migrate a process or to replace it by another, and our goal is to support these two dynamicity
aspects in the general model. To achieve this, two difficulties must be overcome:
How to retrieve the internal state of the processes, and how to resume the computation.
How to retrieve the contents of the local FIFO queues.
Moreover, we are interested in the use of the process network model as an execution
model for the applications of multidimensional signal processing based on Array-OL [12],
which is a programming language dedicated to systematic signal processing.
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